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About the Book

ONE WOMAN WHO HAS BEEN CURSED NEVER TO FIND LOVE . . .

ONE MAN WITHOUT A SOUL WHO WANTS HER MORE THAN LIFE ITSELF . . .

THEY MEET IN A SMALL ISLAND TOWN IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST, WHERE MAGIC IS IN THE AIR 

AND FATE IS A FORCE TOO POWERFUL TO DEFY. . . .

In New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas's Crystal Cove, Justine Hoffman has made a comfortable life for 

herself on the island of Friday Harbor. She is the proprietor of a successful boutique hotel, and she has the safe, 

predictable life she has always wanted. Growing up with her flighty, nomadic mother, Marigold, has instilled in her a 

deep longing for stability. But in spite of everything Justine has achieved, there is still something missing. Love. And 

after years of waiting and dreaming, she is willing to do whatever it takes to change her destiny.

What Justine soon discovers is that someone cast a spell on her when she was born, with the result that she will never 

find her soul mate. Determined to change her fate, Justine finds a way to break the enchantment, never dreaming of the 

dangerous complications that will follow.

And when Justine meets the mysterious Jason Black, she accidentally unleashes a storm of desire and danger that 

threaten everything she holds dear . . . because Jason has secrets of his own, and he wants more from her than fate will 

ever allow.

Discussion Guide

1. What is the significance of clocks and time in the story? What kind of message does it convey about how we measure 
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our lives?

2. Do you believe that there are people whose abilities go beyond the realm of the five senses? Do you think this is 

magic, science, or perhaps a little bit of both?

3. Do you believe in the concept of soul mates? Why or why not?

4. At the start of the story, Justine does not believe love is possible for her. Do you think that some of this is a self-

fulfilling prophecy? Have you ever known anyone like Justine?

5. When was the first moment you realized that there was a spark between Justine and Jason? Why do you think he was 

watching her in the garden?

6. Jason Black is demanding, perfectionistic, inflexible, and impatient. Are these qualities always bad ones? Do they 

help make a person successful? Are they attractive in a man? Why or why not? Are they attractive in a woman? Why or 

why not?

7. When describing his abusive childhood to Justine, Jason says, ?Words lie, actions don?t.? Do you agree or disagree?

8. At one point Justine asks Rosemary and Sage, ?Don?t you understand the difference between love and control?? Is it 

difficult for some people to tell the difference? Have you ever viewed the actions of someone who loves you as 

controlling?

9. Justine?s relationship with her mother is certainly complicated. Do you understand any of her mother?s actions or do 

you think she was completely unjustified?

10. What do you think of Rosemary and Sage?s relationship? How do they fill the mother role that Justine is so sorely 

lacking?

11. What is it about being an innkeeper that works with Justine?s past hurts and vulnerabilities? What do you think 

would be appealing about running an inn?

12. Which moment of the book felt more like a turning point for the relationship between Justine and Jason: when he 

rescues her from the kayak accident, or when he steals the grimoire?

13. What did you think of Jason taking the grimoire? Did you understand or condone his actions? Is there another course 

of action he could have taken?

14. Did you think Priscilla was an adversary or an advocate? Did you like her or dislike her? Why or why not?

15. What do you think of the resolution between Justine and her mother?

16. If you could have the powers of a hereditary witch, what would they be and why?
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